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Top 5 places
for young people

in
Novi Sad,

Timisoara and
Nocera Umbra



source: https://vojvodina.travel/gradovi-i-opstine/novi-sad/



EXITExit is the most visited
summer music festival. A
lot of young people  from
all over Europe visit it. It's
located on Petrovaradin
Fortress .

It lasts four days and
many famous groups
have played there like
Prodigy, John Newman,
Faithless, Motorhead,
Manu Chao, Martin Garrix
and many, many others.

It has been organized 20
times so far. 



 
Štrand is one of the most beautiful river
beaches on of the longest river in Europe- '
the Danube. A lot of young  people  come
there to swim, sunbathe, read, play cards,
play sand volleyball, eat fast food, drink or
just hang out. We love coming there with
our friends and family.

Štrand



The center of  Novi Sad is a beautiful place to visit.
Young  people come there because there are many
shops, restaurants, cafes as well as singers and dancers.
A lot of kids are there too because it is fun to go there
with friends.

The center of  Novi Sad 



We have three  big and beautiul
parks in our city. There are
Liman park - enjoyable for adults
and chilldren with a skate park in
it, Danube park - the most
popular in Novi Sad and
Kamenica park on the other side
of the Danube. 

A lot of kids play there with other
kids, meet their friends or walk
their dogs.

Our school is near Liman park so
sometimes  we have our lessons
there.

 Parks 



Matica Srpska is the oldest Serbian literary cultural and scientific institution It is
very popular amongst people in our city. We  recommend itto young people

who like galleries, books and art.

Matica srpska Gallery 



TIMISOARA



  Iulius Town is a park
located in front of Iulius mall.
Recently, there were added
trampolines and a carousel.
Since there is a lot of space,
people also organize movies
nights and even receive
nachos or popcorn. 

TIMISOARA
Iulius Town



   Our city center has been one of our
most visited places since the renovations
of the buildings and porch. There are a lot

of other places you can visit in the city
center including the Cathedral, the Opera,
the bookshop Carturesti or the statue of

Romulus and Remus with Capitolina.

 The Cathedral is the symbol of Timisoara
and the second tallest Cathedral in Romania. 
The design, both outside and inside is very

unique and combines romanian,
moldovan and byzantine arhitecture.

 

The City center

The Cathedral



The Opera is currently  the best place
to spend a peaceful evening at.It holds

yearly concerts and weekly teather
performances, hosting some of the

best actors in the industry among the
years

The statue of the Wolf in Timisoara is a
statue depicting the legend of the

founders of Rome, the brothers Romulus
and Remus, breastfed by a wolf. The

statue depicts the legend of the founding
of Rome, according to which the two

brothers who founded the city were cared
for by a wolf.

Carturesti is a gorgeous two-
storey bookshop having at least
90.000 books in stock every day.
You can find books from authors

all around the world!

City center
The Opera

The statue of Romulus and
Remus

Carturesti



Herneacova is a space initially
dedicated to horseback riding, but
over time, the place has expanded

and now contains restaurants,
playgrounds and adventure parks
where you can even go on the zip

line.
 

Herneacova



La Plaja Noua
  This is a new place very near
Timisoara, in Sanmihaiu Roman,
where people can go to have fun
with friends or family. You can ride
your bike, sunbathe, play games
and enjoy the fresh air.  There is a
sports area with paintball,
wakeboard and beach volleyball,
but also a place to relax, eat
something and have a chat.



The Bastion Maria Theresia
  These are the ruins of the
Timisoara fortress in a beautiful
part of the city, very close to the
center. There are cafes in the
area and also an art gallery with
interesting exhibitions. During
summer and spring, some other
events take place in the area.



NOCERA

UMBRA



The large tower with the big bell, symbol of the town, is the only remnant of the
mighty fortress, which was built around the year 1000 A.D. The building was the
setting of the Trinci revenge massacre that took place in 1419. The tower also

suffered extensive damage from invasions and was destroyed in the earthquakes
of 1751 and 1997, but was later rebuilt.

The
Campanaccio



The large tower with the big bell, symbol of the town, is the only remnant of the
mighty fortress, which was built around the year 1000 A.D. The building was the
setting of the Trinci revenge massacre that took place in 1419. The tower also

suffered extensive damage from invasions and was destroyed in the earthquakes
of 1751 and 1997, but was later rebuilt.

The
Cathedral

Our School!



Traditional Food

Torta al testo Pian delle Stelle
Pasta alla
Norcina

“Torta al Testo”, also known as “Crescia
Umbra”, is a type of flat and low

unleavened bread typical of Umbrian
cuisine. Based on flour, water, oil, salt

and bicarbonate, with a round shape it
is cooked on a cast iron plate called
“testo” from which it takes its name.

Soft, tasty, with a delicious taste
halfway between a Piadina and a

Focaccia; it can be eaten alone in lieu
of bread or stuffed with meat, cheese
and vegetables! A unique goodness

that has ancient origins in the peasant
countryside as an alternative to the

classic leavened bread. 

yummy!

Pasta alla norcina is a typical dish of
Umbrian cuisine that is prepared with

Norcia sausage crumbled in a pan with oil
and onion, fresh cream, truffle and

pecorino. It is usually prepared with short
pasta. If you can't find Norcia sausages,

you can use the classic pork sausage, but
the final flavor will be less aromatic. The
name "alla norcina" derives from the use
of the sausages of the master butchers.

Here's how to prepare this ideal first
course for Sunday lunch that will conquer

everyone.

Pian di Stelle restaurant is one of the
most beautiful places where you can

eat traditional food in Nocera. The
menu is quite short but here you can

eat delicious food made of high-
quality ingredients.

The main dish you can taste is Torta
al testo and you find very friendly

staff.



Nocera's
Fresh Water

Springs

Nocera is known for its mineral
waters, such as those of the Angelica

spring that flows from Bagni, a
hamlet of Nocera, a real wellness
resort. Angelica Natural Mineral

Water is characterised by a balanced
content of mineral salts, ideal for

those who prefer low-mineral water
without sacrificing the benefit of the
mineral salts, essential for a correct

diet. 

The Cacciatore source, also known as
the Centino spring, gushes directly from
the rock in Schiagni, a hamlet of Nocera
Umbra, located on the slopes of Monte

Pennino. It boasts particular
characteristics of minerality and

lightness, and it was used to treat
certain pathologies. By the end of the
1940s, the spring was supplied by the
Bisleri family. With the bottling activity
already started, Felice Bisleri was the

first to invest to enhance its productivity.
From there on, Bisleri water became

known throughout the world and was
also exported to America.

Angelica 
Water Spring

Angelica 
Water Spring

Flaminia
Water Spring

The Flaminia source was born in Le
Case, a hamlet of Nocera Umbra. It is

currently the most exploited, as its
waters are conducted to the Nocera

Scalo plant, where they are bottled and
placed on the market under the
"Nocera Umbra Flaminia Source"

brand.



Mount Alago is a plateau located 4 km away from Nocera Umbra. 
It offers many opportunities to spend a nice day in contact with nature. Here it is

possible to have walks, play outdoor games, have picnics with your family or friends,
and challenging excursions for the more experienced people.

 

Mount
Alago


